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What makes something usable?



What makes something usable?



What makes something usable?

Your response: 
”interacting with the design should feel natural or intuitive.”





Great designers produce pleasurable experiences. Experience: 

note the word. 

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Quote from the Design of Everyday Things, p. 10



Great designers produce pleasurable experiences. Experience: 

note the word. Engineers tend not to like it; it is too subjective. 

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Quote from the Design of Everyday Things, p. 10



Great designers produce pleasurable experiences. Experience: 

note the word. Engineers tend not to like it; it is too subjective. 

But when I ask them about their favorite automobile or test 

equipment, they will smile delightedly as they discuss the fit 

and finish, the sensation of power during acceleration, their 

ease of control while shifting or steering, or the wonderful 

feel of the knobs and switches on the instrument. These are 

experiences.

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Quote from the Design of Everyday Things, p. 10













Two holes!

Three holes!



Two holes!

Three holes!



Two holes!

Three holes!



Two holes!

Three holes!



Two holes!

Three holes!

Not only highly visible 
but also shows amount 
remaining (and visual 
feedback during use) 



Where is the hold button?

















Source: https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances_and_design.html
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Source: https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances_and_design.html

Slots are roughly fingernail 
size, cueing use behavior



Direct perception of possibilities for action. 

Victor Kaptelinin
HCI Professor

Chapter 44, Affordances and Design,  Interaction Design

Source: https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances_and_design.html



Source: https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances_and_design.html

An affordance is a relationship between the 

properties of an object and the capabilities of the 

agent that determines just how the object could 

possible be used... 

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Design of Everyday Things, Revised 2013, p. 10-14



Source: https://www.interaction-design.org/encyclopedia/affordances_and_design.html

Object
Agent



An affordance is a relationship between the properties of an 

object and the capabilities of the agent that determines just 

how the object could possible be used... Visible affordances 

provide strong clues to the operation of things. A flat plate 

mounted on a door affords pushing. Knobs afford turning, 

pushing, and pulling. Slots are for inserting things. 

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

http://www.jnd.org/dn.mss/affordances_and.html

Affordance



An affordance is a relationship between the properties of an 

object and the capabilities of the agent that determines just 

how the object could possible be used... Visible affordances 

provide strong clues to the operation of things. A flat plate 

mounted on a door affords pushing. Knobs afford turning, 

pushing, and pulling. Slots are for inserting things. Perceived

affordances help people figure out what actions are 

possible without the need for labels or instructions. I call the 

signaling component of affordances signifiers.

Affordance

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Design of Everyday Things, Revised 2013, p. 10-14



Which door do I push? 

Which door do I pull?



Which door do I push? 

Which door do I pull?



pull push

Which door do I push? 

Which door do I pull?



pull push

Which door do I push? 

Which door do I pull?

The vertical handle 
affords grasping 
and pulling

The flat, ribbed 
horizontal bar has the 
obvious perceived 
affordance of pushing



pull push

“Affordances determine what actions are possible. Signifiers

help communicate where the action should take place.” p. 14

The vertical handle 
affords grasping 
and pulling

The flat, ribbed 
horizontal bar has the 
obvious perceived 
affordance of pushing



Source: Norman, The Design of Everyday Things



Source: Norman, The Design of Everyday Things

A signifier is 
necessary to signal 
where to push



Which door do I push, 

Which door do I pull?





Norman door!



Norman door!

When 
additional 
signifiers like 
signs have to 
be added to 
something as 
simple as a 
door, it 
indicates a 
bad design.

- Don Norman

















Not a “Norman Door” but 

no wonder (even gifted) 

people get confused!







The Design of Everyday Things

by Don Norman



The Design of Everyday Things

by Don Norman

Who am I?



Source: Fogarty; Original source: Don Norman



Source: Fogarty



Source: http://24.media.tumblr.com/af3f5480facac6becccca24d4ef69cf9/tumblr_mmlmqirxyw1qz50x3o1_500.png



Source: Fogarty



Source: Fogarty

Knurling grip used for 
handles and other 
physical objects



Based on: Fogarty



Based on: Fogarty





Why are these signifiers disappearing?!



Why are these signifiers disappearing?!

The IxD paradigms have been clearly established.

Current trend towards minimalism in IxD.



Source: http://www.slideshare.net/jochen_wolters/what-was-apple-thinking
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Source: http://www.slideshare.net/jochen_wolters/what-was-apple-thinking



Source: http://www.slideshare.net/jochen_wolters/what-was-apple-thinking

Is this a button? Is 
this interactive?



Source: http://www.slideshare.net/jochen_wolters/what-was-apple-thinking

Blue has become a 
common color to 

indicate interactivity 
(perhaps because of 
hyperlinks defaulted 
to blue). Also, shape
and subtle outlines 
still used to signify

button.





This nub signifies slide out interaction



False affordance
(we perceive a use that is not there)



Based on: Fogarty



Based on: Fogarty



Based on: Fogarty



Based on: Fogarty





Clickable?







[Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home, 1986, directed by Leonard Nimoy]







Feedback—communicating the results of an action—is

a well known concept from the science of control and 

information theory… Feedback [for user interaction] must 

be immediate: even a delay of a 10th of a second can be 

disconcerting.   

Don Norman
Highly regarded designer/author

Design of Everyday Things, Revised 2013, p. 23-25



What kind of feedback am I getting here? And why?
(That is, what is the feedback communicating?)





What kind of feedback am I getting here? And why?
(That is, what is the feedback communicating?)





What kind of feedback am I getting here? And why?
(That is, what is the feedback communicating?)
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Feedback Can Change Behavior



gas gauge

speedometer





vehicle

activated

speed

signs



speed cameras



vehicle

activated

speed

signs



vas signs



vas signs



Battle of the Cans







Battle of the Cans



Duffy, Environment and Behavior, 2010



Duffy, Environment and Behavior, 2010


